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Warm tones and clean lines  
for bathroom
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“Our installer commented on how 

little waste or preparation time 

there was, and how pleased he 

was to not have to move heavy 

boxes of tiles.” 

Helen Green,   
Homeowner 
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Hartington Place, Letchworth

Warm tones and clean lines  
for bathroom

Altro Walls ShowerKit is suitable for all residential bathroom and 
wet room installations. Available in a range of colours and designs, 
from classic white to tile-effect, helping to create a neutral and 
clean appearance or a contemporary ambience.

Reducing installation time, and removing the need for specialised 
installation, Altro Walls ShowerKit can be installed over existing 
ceramic tiles and provides ease of maintenance for residents.

altro.com        01462 707604            enquiries@altro.com            www.altro.com/uk/case-studies

Issue
A 15-year-old bathroom in a housing development was looking tired and dated 
and the owner wanted to refresh the area with minimal disruption in a quick 
timescale. The bathroom had three walls of ceramic tiles, and a sink splashback, 
which were in good condition but were unfashionable and required high levels  
of maintenance to remove limescale and mould.

The property, a first floor flat, had easy access but no lift, so equipment, materials 
and any waste needed to be carried up and down the stairs. 

Approach
“We wanted to replace the ceramic tiles, without having to re-plaster the  
bathroom walls which would mean a complete renovation and redecoration 
project,” said Helen Green, the owner. “We live in an area with hard water and 
limescale is a real problem so a wall that is easy to keep clean would be ideal.”

Solution 
After liaising with Altro customer services, the new Altro Walls ShowerKit was 
recommended as being the ideal solution as the wall panels can be installed  
over existing ceramic tiles and provides ease of maintenance for residents.  
There is also no requirement for construction materials or heavy equipment  
as Altro Walls ShowerKit is lighter to transport than ceramic tiles.

Looks great with:  

1. Altro Pisces™ | Sand Dune

2. Altro Whiterock Splashbacks™ | Mint

3. Altro Aquarius™ | Gosling
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